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“Like the delicate line drawing from
an artist’s sketchbook, Papavero, Italian
for poppy, is a design that seems to
float across these timeless linens.”
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“If this table were a lead singer,
it would be Bryan Ferry.”
E. BRAUN BEVERLY HILLS

Get a sneak peek at this exclusive design.
E. Braun Beverly Hills creates unique
bedding and personalizes any style, from
the embroidery color to the sheeting quality.
Learn more at ebraunbeverlyhills.com.
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“A perfect example of how design and
function merge together exceptionally.”

“Antique or modern? Luxe
glazing and intricate carvings
come together to create this
breathtaking dinnerware set
by Lenox.”
WILLIAM D SCOTT EMPORIUM HOME
QUARTZ END TABLE The perfect mix of high
glam and rock-and-roll chic. Each quartz
crystal is hand-set into the gilded base, which
supports an antique beveled mirror top.
williamdscott.com

USM MODULAR FURNITURE
SYSTEM An icon of modern
design. The storage and
shelving can be customized
and made for any home or
office space. usm.com

LENOX’S LUNA Inspired by
vintage Lenox patterns, this
nesting set opens to reveal six
bowls and two plates inside.
With only 130 pieces created,
it is a rare artistic centerpiece
turned dinnerware. lenox.com

“LouLou’s matte white appeal
is a bold reinvention of an
everyday item that refuses to
be ignored in a corner.”

“This fixture is
reminiscent of birds
flocking in a
murmuration pattern,
one of the most
magical organic forms
in nature.”
OCHRE’S MOONLIGHT
MURMURATION The fixture
showcases solid glass drops
illuminated by LEDs, brass
caps and a white canopy.
Seen here with 64 drops,
the piece is offered in a
variety of sizes. ochre.net

LOULOU BY COMPAS As an introduction
to the Compas “New Wave” collection,
LouLou is sure to make an impact with its
extensive range of color options, from
Klein blues to tempting reds. Seen here
in matt statuary white. compasstone.com

